I HAVE THE EXPERIENCE, SKILLS AND SMARTS. AND NOW I HAVE THE TOOLS.

Lexis Advance®

Start searching here, and turn your insights into action.

Where do you begin searching for the most important insights? Lexis Advance® gives you an intuitive design and timesaving tools, making it easier to access relevant content, analyze it and put your findings to work.

Log in: www.lexisadvance.com
Learn more: www.lexisnexis.com/advance
Behind each clear insight is a powerful engine.

You’ve spent years honing your legal instincts. We’ve designed Lexis Advance to help you make the most of them.

With the simplified Lexis Advance design, you can easily find what you need—where you expect it to be—and pursue legal insight your way.
Search your way.

Today’s fine-tuned algorithms are based on legal concepts, not public search results. This helps you return relevant search results faster so you can be thorough while focusing on what’s important.

Sources

• You can easily choose specific sources before searching ... but you don't have to.
• Alternately, you can search all Lexis Advance content—plus vetted legal sites on the open Web—at the same time. Only Lexis Advance gives you this option.
• A broad Lexis Advance search encompasses tens of thousands of sources and millions of documents are at your fingertips. Get a specific case or statute in a snap. Or find relevant case law, annotated federal and state statutes, exclusive Matthew Bender® treatises, dockets, business and legal news and much more.
Pre-filtering options
If desired, you can narrow your search up front by pre-selecting jurisdictions, content categories or practice areas.

Creating your search
Enter your search in the red search box using natural language, terms and connectors, citation, popular statute name or case name.

As you enter search terms, the most-searched legal phrases and documents related to your topic will display in case you would like to use them. And if you enter all or part of a source title, Lexis Advance will suggest sources.
View clear, flexible result sets

You can look at an overall snapshot of results ... or select a specific portion to view—ranging from cases, statutes and legislation to secondary materials, jury instructions, dockets, company and financial information, open-Web results and more. Your search terms are clearly highlighted.

Refine research based on your needs

Quickly get to the most important issues. After your search, you can easily search again within your result sets—or narrow as needed.

Options for viewing results appear in a clean, vertical list—no need to work with tabs running across your page.

You can narrow by jurisdiction, court, attorney, keywords, law firm, judge and more.

A convenient timeline filter gives you drag-and-drop simplicity.
View and deliver your documents

- Documents have been optimized to provide a clean view with intuitive navigation tools. You can easily return to your results list, view the previous document or move on to the next.

- Plus, save time organizing documents with quick delivery options, such as save to folder, download, print and email.

- When you view a full-text case, you also get a new Shepard’s® preview that offers highlights of the report before you Shepardize®. (See page 10.)

- You can easily highlight portions of your document and annotate for future reference.

- Table of Contents (TOC) sources are hierarchically arranged and can expand to display the parts and chapters you need to review—without searching. If you choose, you can also search just the parts you need.

- The Browse Source feature, red search box and results list all offer links to enter a Table of Contents and browse to view documents.

- In addition, you can easily select specific parts to view, save or deliver from a Table of Contents.

Table of Contents sources let you open and close source levels so you can find facts without searching.
Count on exceptional content, expert perspectives and powerful analytical tools.

You can be among the first to know the latest legal, news and business developments—and quickly understand the implications. Be confident in comprehensive primary law and validation, along with expert analysis from leading authors in a wide range of practice areas. And with the latest research tools, you can be sure to leave no stone unturned.

**Comprehensive content**

Wide-ranging Lexis Advance sources include annotated federal and state codes, case law and public records, plus court-cited treatises, legislation, administrative codes, agency materials, forms, law reviews and journals, company and financial information, and much more, including:

- Briefs, pleadings and motions
- Jury instructions, verdicts and settlements
- Expert witness analysis
- The industry’s leading collection of dockets and documents via LexisNexis® CourtLink®
- Legal news, including the full-text archive from the Law360® newswire, plus LexisNexis is the exclusive online, third-party provider of the broad, full-text collection of ALM® legal content
- Up-to-date surveys of state law
- A growing collection of federal agency and regulatory content
- International Court of Justice filings and judgments
The exclusive Legal Issue Trail™
This visual research tool uses LexisNexis® technology to quickly find connections between cases, helping you efficiently analyze how an issue has evolved over time.

Pinpoint a relevant legal issue in your full-text case, and the Legal Issue Trail™ feature within Lexis Advance connects you to more cases that cite to your case on that legal issue, and/or supporting cases your case cited on that issue.
Timely alerts
Convenient alerts help you stay on top of the latest changes in your results—covering cases, topics, Shepard’s analysis, pending legislation, news and more. Or you can set up a publication alert and receive updates without a search query.

In addition, the Lexis Advance service offers real-time alerts among your delivery options so you can get the information you need when you need it.

Choose from convenient delivery options—even real-time alerts.

When you view alerts and notifications on your home page, a blue dot means that item has new information.
Expert perspectives and powerful analytical tools

Court-cited treatises and analytical materials
Gain insight from leading attorneys, practitioners, industry experts and scholars who have first-hand knowledge of ongoing and emerging issues. Titles include Moore’s Federal Practice®, Collier on Bankruptcy®, Chisum on Patents, Weinstein’s Federal Evidence™ and more.

Shepard’s® Citations Service
Exclusive to LexisNexis, Shepard’s Citations Service gives you comprehensive editorial analysis by experienced attorneys to help ensure your authorities are good law.

- Spot issues right away as you view the Shepard’s preview on your full-text case. Then click into a Shepard’s report, and flexible features help you uncover the true legal value of your authority.
- Sort citing decisions by analysis, headnote, depth of discussion, etc.
- Quickly isolate negative or positive treatment—or splits of authority.
- Explore the Appellate History Map to quickly visualize the relationships in the case history.

Now you can get a preview before Shepardizing™—see possible issues and then move directly to the Shepard’s report.
With Shepard’s Graphical, just select **Citing Decisions** and then the **Grid** button to see the history of the citing decisions in an easy-to-browse visual grid format.

Use the exclusive **Grid View** to uncover patterns of analysis by court or by date.
Research Map
Get a step-by-step graphical depiction of your prior research history so you can quickly pick up where you left off.

Research Map identifies explored versus non-explored paths and allows you to uncover new results that may have been missed but are still relevant to your case.
By selecting **Compare Search Results**, you can compare results from two to three different searches to see if there are any commonalities. If there aren’t, you can move forward with confidence, knowing you’ve uncovered the most relevant documents for your case.

In addition, you can drill down and look for commonalities between documents by selecting a document within Research Map, then clicking **Find Similar Documents**. You can also work more efficiently by accessing case files and external links through your Research Map and storing your information in work folders or history. Finally, you can deliver your Research Map to others to share your work.
Turn insights into action.

Take advantage of smart connections and integrated analytics. Lexis Advance is built on the most advanced technology platform available. Whether you’re building a case, making a deal or managing a transaction, sophisticated but easy-to-use tools can help you turn research into action.

For example, proprietary technology enables you to benefit from LexisNexis® Public Records and SmartLinx® technology, which reveals relationships among people, businesses and locations even when they don’t share a public records document.

With Lexis Advance, you have access to a variety of best-in-class applications—all in one place—to help optimize the way you work:

- **Lexis Advance Tax®** provides facts and analysis for the most pertinent matters practitioners handle every day, from tax litigation, corporate reorganization, and structuring new business entities to designing estate plans or managing an organization’s tax compliance.

- **Lexis® for Microsoft Office®**, enabling you to access Lexis Advance content while working on documents in Microsoft® Word or Outlook® emails

- **Lexis Practice Advisor®** transactional guidance, tools and resources organized by practice area

- **LexisNexis® Counsel Benchmarking** analytics to help you anticipate the cost of potential litigation

- **LexisNexis® Public Records**—encompassing more than 37 billion public records—with unparalleled LexID® linking and SmartLinx reporting technologies to uncover hidden connections and help you spot important issues

- **LexisNexis® Verdict & Settlement Analyzer** to help you assess case risk and opportunity

- **LexisNexis MedMal Navigator®**, integrating medical and legal research with case facts to inform your strategy

- **LexisNexis® CaseMap®** case analysis software, combining facts, documents, your cast of characters and case issues to help you achieve optimal outcomes
Work how, where and when you want.

Count on transparent out-of-plan notification: If the document you want is not within your subscription, you cannot gain access without taking active steps. You can see the cost up front to make an informed decision.

Be the first to get research clarity—from anywhere: Just choose the mobile device—smartphone, tablet, laptop or desktop device. And Lexis Advance screens automatically adapt to fit it. Or choose apps specific to Apple® iPhone® or iPad® devices.

With responsive design, your research experience is consistent across a variety of devices. You can be the first to get valuable information by accessing Lexis Advance anytime, from anywhere.

Start your search with Lexis Advance, and turn your insights into action.